
Why Choose 
TimeTrade Over 
a “Good Enough” 
Alternative?



Whether your business is B2B or B2C, in today’s 
fiercely competitive business environment, 
you already know that you can’t settle for 
“good enough.” Short term fixes made without 
considering the best alternative can be extremely 
costly in the long – and short – run.

So why do the world’s most successful companies 
choose TimeTrade over “good enough” solutions?

Increased sales 

TimeTrade clients are seeing great success across their teams and 

verticals.  Location-based retailers are seeing an increasing number of 

customers prefer visiting their locations for 1-on-1 appointments and 

on-site events. While 89% of retail sales are still done in-store, half of 

in-store sales are attributed to online influence from customers self-

educating about products and services.1  

TimeTrade clients have found the key to capturing customers is to 

match them with a product or service specialist while their interest is 

at its peak, instead of missing the opportunity and letting customers 

find their way to competing sites.  By matching browsers with the right 

employees, you’re not only fighting abandonment, you’re increasing 

your wallet share.  TimeTrade customers are seeing a 34% - 52% 

increase in retail spend, and financial institutions are seeing 4x increase 
in deposits.  
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Our B2B clients are not only seeing similar results capturing prospects 

before abandonment, they’re also seeing sales cycles decrease by 

40% because TimeTrade ends the calling, chasing, and waiting delay. 

And because appointments are offered only at the times their team 

is available, they’re able to properly optimize employee utilization by 

spreading demand more evenly, allowing teams to help more prospects 

and customers without increasing headcount. 

Truly engaged customers on every channel 
If you’re not able to engage on the channels your customers use, you’re 

losing opportunities. TimeTrade’s approach to Intelligent Appointment 

Scheduling focuses on the many channels our clients use to engage 

their customers and to bring consistency across the board. TimeTrade’s 

responsive scheduling interface was developed to offer the same easy-

to-use scheduling interface across desktop, tablet and mobile devices. 

TimeTrade is responsive and smart enough to use each device’s native 

interface options, which drives consistency and increases conversions. 

This means your customers can use their favorite channels to book 

appointments in a comfortable and recognizable interface.

As nice as responsive interfaces 

are, that isn’t the only way 

your customers engage with 

your business.  Which is why 

TimeTrade has focused on a 

true omnichannel experience, 

bringing Intelligent Appointment 

Scheduling to call centers 

for customers who prefer to 

call your business to speak 

to a representative. TimeTrade even enables automated Intelligent 

Appointment Scheduling support through automated touch-tone and 

IVR phone systems. We support interactive text message scheduling, 

allowing your customers to text your business line and schedule a virtual 

or on-site appointment. All channels filter through our patented Smart 

Matching and Appointment Routing capabilities, ensuring real-time 

availability, and that each customer is matched with the employee best 

suited to serve their needs.
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Impressive capabilities built for the entire 
customer journey  
Online scheduling is just the beginning of the customer journey  – but 

it’s where most competitors end their efforts. TimeTrade has pioneered 

Intelligent Appointment Scheduling, innovating with artificial intelligence 

platforms like Watson and 

Einstein, meeting the needs 

of our clients to automate as 

many processes and tasks as 

possible, and using machine 

learning to find patterns 

in their customer lifecycle 

and engage prospects and 

customers with the right 

offer at the right time.  TimeTrade goes above and beyond to fit your 

needs with capabilities such as multi-person scheduling, configurable 

business rules, Smart Matching, web and video conference integration, 

personalized notifications, and CRM integration - just to name a few.  

Once the appointment is booked, most scheduling solutions expect you 

to handle the rest. TimeTrade supports true virtual meeting integration 

allowing you to automatically create unique private online meetings for 

each appointment booked.
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2 Source: TimeTrade customer data
3 Source: TimeTrade Salesforce App Exchange Customer Spotlight

60% decrease in 
back and forth 

emails2

54% increase 
in website 

conversions3

45 Minutes saved 
per employee  

per week2

60% 54% 45 MIN

Click Here To See All Our Capabilities

https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxContentListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FeGeWUAV
https://www.timetrade.com/what-we-do/product-overview/


For those who prefer to meet 

in person at a local store or 

branch, TimeTrade’s Queue 

Management provides your 

on-site staff with the tools they 

need to prepare and facilitate 

the customer appointment. 

Queue Manager is the ultimate 

customer appointment and 

event manager, allowing your 

team to:

• See details about everyone who has scheduled appointments  
or registered for events;

• Prepare for each appointment;

• Send customers instant notifications about wait times and display 
accurate wait times in customer areas with Queue Display

• Let customers know it’s their turn to meet;

• Allow customers to check themselves in through a kiosk or  
with an associate using Concierge;

• Remove customers from event wait lists; and

• Send follow-up communications or special offers. 

Finally, TimeTrade completes the customer journey by capturing 

detailed analytics and KPIs around appointment scheduling times, arrival 

times, start times and meeting length times. TimeTrade then compiles 

individual survey data from each customer, driving Net Promoter Score 

(NPS) details and giving our clients a holistic view of a customers’ 

experience, allowing follow-up with personalized offers based on the 

customer’s needs and experience. 

First to market, first to innovate 
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First to market, first to innovate 
TimeTrade invented the appointment scheduling more than 15 

years ago and continues to be an innovator, bringing one of the 

first responsive, device-agnostic scheduling interfaces to market.  

We continue to recognize the importance of advanced metrics for 

Intelligent Appointment Scheduling, delivering our clients actionable 

insight and enabling them to provide personalized follow-up.  We were 

the first to see the importance of text and voice scheduling, opening 

new channels to connect with end customers.  Plus, TimeTrade is the 

first and only scheduling platform to integrate with Artificial Intelligence, 

allowing our customers to use AI and automation to offer appointments 

to prospects and customers. 

Unparalleled scalability and security 

TimeTrade has been tested by the largest enterprises, retailers and banks 

to withstand load balancing tests, appointment spikes, mitigating DDOS 

attacks and more. We’re proud to drive our clients’ growth, and to meet the 

complex needs of supporting thousands of appointments per second.

Additionally, one of the largest differentiators, and where our 

competitors fall short, is meeting the security needs of the strictest 

enterprise organizations.  This is why 10 of the top 20 banks and 

financial institutions use TimeTrade to engage with their prospects and 

customers. (Learn more about our security practices and policies here.) 

 

Tenure, experience, and customer success 

Don’t take our word for it.  Our client base speaks for itself, and 
is one of the main reasons new clients choose TimeTrade over a 
“good enough” solution.  The fact that we were the first, and are still 

the best, is the reason Sephora is driving styling appointments and 

hosting in-store events for their product lines using TimeTrade. It’s the 

reason HSBC drives customers to their financial advisors for mortgage, 

retirement, and education funding appointments.  It’s why companies 

like Best Buy, NYX Cosmetics, HSBC, Lowes’, ADP, LogMeIn, Thomson 

Reuters, Intuit, and Prudential trust TimeTrade to facilitate their customer 

engagement.

https://www.timetrade.com/soc-3-report/


Our sales team knows the needs of 

our clients and can quickly guide 

them to the right TimeTrade solution. 

Our customer success team has years 

of experience getting our customers 

up and running quickly, and our 

support team is agile and able to 

solve problems instantly, which is why 

our customers choose to stay and 

expand with TimeTrade.

When you implement an Intelligent 

Appointment Scheduling solution, you’re choosing a platform that 

is going to facilitate the first interaction a lot of prospects will have 

with your business.  Furthermore, those prospects will continue to 

engage with that platform as they become customers and schedule 

personalized appointments with the right members on your team.  It’s 

imperative that the solution you choose is first-class, easy to use, and a 

seamless extension of your business.  You need a partner that can grow 

with your business’ needs. TimeTrade is the industry leader that has and 

continues to push the envelope with innovative and engaging ways to 

help you connect with your audience. 
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Our Retail customers are seeing a 52% 
increase in increased spend from scheduled 
consumers vs walk-in. Banking and credit 
union customers are seeing a 4X increase  
in deposits from scheduled appointments  
vs walk-in2

52%

2 Source: TimeTrade customer data



TimeTrade helps leading brands to optimize engagement through all phases of the customer relationship. 
TimeTrade’s Intelligent Appointment Scheduling solution harnesses the power of artificial intelligence to 
improve meeting scheduling strategies through real-time customer insights and actions, producing better 
meetings and higher growth businesses, with TimeTrade customers outpacing their peers by nearly 3X. 
Tens of thousands of businesses – including leading global banks, retailers, and software companies – use 
TimeTrade’s Appointments-as-a-Service platform to deliver the personalized attention expected by today’s 
on-demand consumers.

www.timetrade.com
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http://bit.ly/TimeTradeSales

https://www.timetrade.com/
https://www.statista.com/chart/14011/e-commerce-share-of-total-retail-sales/
https://appexchange.salesforce.com/appxContentListingDetail?listingId=a0N3A00000FeGeWUAV
https://www.timetrade.com/appointment-router-hp1/

